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ABSTRACT 
To elicit growth and related functions, the interaction of growth hormone receptor (GHR) with growth hor-

mone (GH) is vital as this contact passes the message downstream to the metabolic pathways. The crystal 

structure of GHR and GH in Labeo rohita is still vague. This study discusses prediction of 3D structures of 

GHR and GH, validation of predicted structures and binding affinity of GHR with GH. Discovery studio 4.1 

software was used for homology modelling and docking of GHR with GH. The best model for GHR (DOPE 

score: -16527.1) and GH (DOPE score: -17613.3) were used for docking by ZDOCK pro. The docked com-

plex obtained from the interaction of GHR with GH (GHR-GH, ZDOCK score: 19.26) was refined by 

RDOCK (RDOCK score: -25.642). The findings revealed that GHR-GH complex is stable and interacting 

amino acids in GHR are R43, E44, I108, D126, E127, D164, R159, W166, W169, and in GH are F3, L45, 

K49, P61, R64, D116, G128, K172, T175, R178. The interaction of amino acids in the active pockets of 

complex and its duration provides insight into the actions of GH in Labeo rohita. In addition, docking of 

GHR with GH provides information about the type of interaction at the binding sites of ligand and receptor 

and interacting amino acids viz. PHE3, ALA22, TYR98, LEU114, MET145, VAL149, LEU150 and 

PHE199. Thus, docking of the GHR with GH is useful in understanding the structural information and devel-

oping specific receptor antagonists beside providing support in establishing therapeutic approaches in teleost 

fishes. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Growth hormone (GH) is a pituitary protein that has 

pleiotropic effects on fish, including growth, develop-

ment, immune function, osmoregulation, sexual mat-

uration, reproduction, appetite regulation, starvation, 

protein and lipid metabolism [1-4]. Growth hormone 

activates the Janus kinase (JAK)–signal transducer 

and activator of transcription (STAT) signalling path-

way. The recent studies have provided a novel under-

standing on the mechanism of JAK2 activation by 

growth hormone binding to its receptor. GH protein 

of Labeo rohita is a 4-helix bundle protein comprised 

of 207 amino acid residues. This protein has 23.521 

kDa molecular weight, 6.74 isoelectric point and po-

sitions of glycosylation sites are 130 and 182. GH 

protein holds four cysteine residues that generate the 

functional 3D conformation of the hormone by creat-

ing two intramolecular disulfide (S-S) bonds in all the 

vertebrates. In Labeo rohita, cysteine residues are 

present in the GH protein at positions 49, 158, 175 

and 183 respectively [5]. Again, it has an additional 

conjoint Cysteine at position 120, whose usefulness 

has never been identified [6]. Additionally, adjust-

ment of cysteine to Alanine influences refolding of 

GH, lesser affinity in cellular response, receptor bind-

ing and natural processes [7]. 

 

The Growth Hormone Receptor (GHR) belongs to 

tyrosine-kinase linked receptor of Class-I cytokine 

receptor super family [8,9]. GHR is 604 amino acid 

long protein of 67.207 kDa molecular weight and 

contains an extracellular N-terminal domain, a trans-

membrane domain and an intracellular domain [10]. 

When GH interacts with GHR, the interaction passes 

message downstream to the metabolic pathways for 

stimulating growth and other functions. One GH mol-

ecule binds with one GHR molecule on the cell sur-

face of the target tissue and the second molecule of 

GHR dimerises with GHR-GH complex and therafter 

intracellular signalling process starts [11]. This inter-

action of one GH with two receptor molecules trig-

gers the GHR associated Janus kinase 2 (JAK2). This 

stimulation initiates the phosphorylation of the recep-

tor tyrosine and permits for the recruitment of a class 

of highly related cytoplasmic proteins termed as sig-

nal transducers and activators of transcription 

(STATs) [12]. The GHR bound STATs are phosphor-

ylated by JAK2 [13]. After phosphorylation, the cyto-

plasmic STATs form dimmers, which translocate in 

the nucleus and bind to a palindromic DNA motif 

present in the STAT inducible gene promoters. This 

binding initiates the transcription of target genes [14].  

Labeo rohita is an important aquaculture species in 

the Indian subcontinent and the prolonged interaction 

of GHR and GH can be important in increasing the 

growth of this species. Till dated, the experimental 

3D structures of GHR and GH in L. rohita are not 

present in the Protein Databank (PDB). Therefore, it 

is imperative to predict the tertiary structure of target-

ed proteins to understand its mode of action. In many 

regulatory processes, the biomolecular interactions 

have a central role in controlling cellular actions and 

often considered as a concern of specific protein–

protein contacts [15]. Pathway regulations, signal 

transduction, cell cycle proliferation, cellular archi-

tecture biosynthetic and immune response etc. are 

few vital processes administered by the protein-

protein interactions. The cellular and molecular level 

understandings of these actions can be well known by 

the quantitative structural and functional analysis of 

the interacting protein complexes [16,17]. The pre-

sent insilico study will help in the genetic manipula-

tion of GH/ GHR for improved growth in Labeo rohi-

ta. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Homology search 

The protein sequences of GHR (acc no. UniProtKB/

Swiss-Prot: Q5Y4D3) and GH (acc no. UniProtKB/

Swiss-Prot: Q9W6J7) of Labeo  rohita were retrieved 

from UniProt-KB [18]. The sequences of the GHR 

and GH were downloaded to find the related protein 

structures using BLAST [19] in the RCSB-PDB [20]. 

The associated protein structures of high alignment 

score were selected as template. 

 

Model building of GHR and GH  

On the premise of alignment of target with template 

sequences of the GHR and GH, 3D homology models 

of the targeted proteins were predicted from the crys-

tal structural coordinates of the templates through 

Discovery Studio 4.1. 
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Validation of GHR and GH models  

The 3D structural models of GHR and GH were vali-

dated using PROCHECK [21], Verify 3D [22] and 

PROSA [23]. The vailadation of these models was 

done to ensure the correctness of the fold/structure, 

find errors over confined regions and look into the 

stereochemical properties such as bond angles and 

lengths. 

 

Docking of GHR with GH and refinement of the 

docked complex 

To address the protein-protein docking, a number of 

docking algorithms have been proposed such as 

FTDock, DOT, and GRAMM [24-27]. For docking of 

GHR with GH, ZDOCK of Discover Studio 4.1 soft-

ware using ZRANK (ranks docked poses) was used.  

ZDOCK is a rigid body docking program and uses a 

simple shape complementarity method called Pair-

wise Shape Complementarity (PSC) [27]. ZDOCK is 

an inflexible body docking procedure that includes 

Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and an extensive six-

dimensional search in the translational and rotational 

space between the two molecules [28]. The RDOCK 

procedure in Discovery Studio 4.1 was used to refine 

the docked poses [27,29]. The interaction between 

GHR and GH was determined in two steps that in-

volved preliminary protein-protein docking followed 

by refinement of the docked complex. In the first 

step, putative binding poses were predicted using 

ZDOCK with 6 rotational sampling and randomiza-

tion that provided 2000 best docked poses. These 

conformations were ranked using ZRank, a scoring 

function that customs an amalgamation of electrostat-

ics and desolvation parameters with PSC [30]. In the 

next step, 18 topmost scoring poses out of 2000 poses 

were used for energy minimization using the 

CHARMM force field [31]. The RDOCK procedure 

refined the docked complex by optimizing the polar 

and charge interaction. It provided the electrostatic 

(Eelec) and desolvation (∆GACE) energies of the 

refined structure by removing clashes. The desolva-

tion energy of the protein complex is the sum of the 

atomic contact energy (ACE) of total receptor-ligand 

atom couples inside the threshold of 6 Å. The binding 

affinity (∆Gbinding) calculated using RDOCK scor-

ing function between the protein complexes is the 

sum of desolvation and electrostatic involvements.  

 

∆Gbinding = ∆GACE + β X ∆Gelec 

where β is a scaling factor and a value of 0.9 was 

used in the present study. 

 

RESULTS  

Homology modelling 

The homology searches provided 3HHR(B) template 

for GHR and 1HWG(A) for GH. The identity be-

tween GHR and 3HHR(B) sequences was found 48%. 

Similarly, the identity between GH and 1HWG(A) 

sequences was found 36%. A structure based align-

ment between GHR and GH was done with these 

templates. 

 

3D model building for GHR and GH and refinement 

The 3D structure of GHR and GH in Labeo rohita 

were predicted using homology search through 3D 

structure of human GHR and GH (3HHR and 

1HWG). The score obtained from each sequence 

alignment was used to build models using the homol-

ogy modelling of Discovery Studio 4.1.  The MOD-

ELLER auto model [32] was used to predict 3D struc-

tures of target proteins and 100 structures were pre-

dicted for both. Out of 100 structures, the best pre-

dicted structures for GHR and GH were selected 

based on the lowest value in the Probability Density 

Functions (PDF), Total Energy, PDF Physical Energy 

and Discrete Optimized Protein Energy (DOPE). The 

predicted structures of the GHR and GH were 

Q5Y4D3.M0069 (PDF Total Energy= 2374.88; PDF 

Physical Energy = 685.856; DOPE Score = - 

16527.1) and Q9W6J7.M0019 (PDF Total Energy= 

716.264; PDF Physical Energy = 396.458; DOPE 

Score = - 17613.3) respectively. These are best mod-

els of GHR (Fig. 1a) and GH (Fig. 2a) compared to 

other predicted models. The extracellular domain of 

the GHR contains 2 fibronectin type III (FNIII) sub-

domains. The first FNIII domain spans amino acids 

41–135 and the second domain spans 137–240 amino 

acids. The GH model (Q9W6J7.M0019) is 4 a-helix 

bundle made of hydrophobic amino acids, arranged in 

an unusual up–up–down–down topology distinguish-

ing the hematopoietic factors’ family of peptides. The 

3D structure of GH is stabilized by 2 disulfide bonds 
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in addition to numerous hydrogen bonds among dif-

ferent amino acid residues. The structural properties 

of GHR and GH are almost similar to the human’s 

growth hormone receptor and growth hormone 

[33,34]. 

Fig. 1 (a)The best predicted model of GHR protein 

(Q5Y4D3.M0069); (b) Ramachandran Plot of the 

GHR protein model calculated by PROCHECK; (c) 

ProSA analysis of modeled GHR protein structure 

Fig. 2 (a) The best predicted model of GH protien 

(Q9W6J7.M0019); (b) Ramachandran Plot of the GH 

protein model calculated by PROCHECK; (c) ProSA 

analysis of modeled GH protein structure  

Analysis of predicted models of GHR and GH   

The stereochemical analysis of the predicted models 

of the GHR and GH using PROCHECK provided the 

Ramachandran plot presented in Fig. 1b and 2b re-

spectively. The plot shows 180 amino acid residues 

in GHR and 188 in GH, which indicates good distri-

butions of residues. In GHR, out of 180, 88.3% ami-

no acid residues are in the most favoured and allowed 

regions. Only one amino acid residue is present in the 

generously allowed region. In GH, out of 188, 93.8% 

amino acid residues are in the most favoured and al-

lowed regions and three amino acid residues are in 

the generously allowed region. The associated prob-

lem with the predicted 3D structure of GHR and GH 

was to validate and determine the accurate model. 

The modification of numerous protein structures for 

précising errors has stimulated for expansion of the 

new principles. Therefore, it is imperative to review 

the rationality of X-ray and Nuclear Magnetic Reso-

nance (NMR) structures in addition to creating ener-

getic and empirical procedures for assessing the accu-

racy of protein structures. As Verify3D evaluates the 

compatibility of an atomic model (3D) with its own 

amino acid sequence (1D), the analysis of GHR and 

GH using Verify 3D provided consistency with their 

respective amino acids having 95.5% and 27.6% resi-

dues. The assessment of GHR and GH models was 

done on the basis of the quality of the predicted struc-

tures (Q5Y4D3.M0069 and Q9W6J7.M0019). The 

path with the best Root Mean Square Deviation 

(RMSD) of GHR and GH models was subjected to 

the dynamic programming to attain an optimal align-

ment. RMSD of these models having values 3.61 and 

1.02 provided 88.3% and 93.8% accuracies respec-

tively. The PROSA analysis of GHR and GH, which 

is a measure of statistical impact of the result relative 

to alignment of the random structures revealed values 

of z-score -4.01 and -3.69 respectively (Fig. 1c and 

2c). Review of literatures has evidenced that proteins 

with a similar fold should have z-score -3.5 or better. 

Thus, predicted models of GHR and GH are worth 

for interaction studies. 
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Docking analysis of GHR with GH and refinement 

of docked complex 

The protein-protein docking method was applied for 

obtain the potential structures of GHR-GH complex 

and only a few of them resembled the native struc-

ture. 2000 protein poses per job were predicted by 

ZDOCK and these poses were subjected for filtration. 

Afterward, the flexible energy minimization proce-

dure (RDOCK) was applied for ranking and refine-

ment of the predicted poses and 18 best poses were 

selected. The interaction analysis using ZDock and 

RDock revealed that GHR binds with GH with high 

affinity. The best pose (Pose585) of the predicted 

GHR-GH complex conformations was selected for 

analyzing the binding and interacting amino acid resi-

dues. The analysis illustrating the accurate binding 

mode of GHR and GH are depicted in Table 1 and 

Fig. 3. Fig. 3 clearly shows the consistent intermolec-

ular hydrogen bonds created on the active sites of 

GHR and GH complex. Thus, GHR-GH complex is 

stable. The interacting amino acid residues in GHR 

are R43, E44, I108, D126, E127, D164, R159, W166, 

W169 and in GH are F3, L45, K49, P61, R64, D116, 

G128, K172, T175, R178. Besides, docking of GHR 

with GH provides information about the type of inter-

action at the binding sites of ligand and receptor and 

interacting amino acids viz. PHE3, ALA22, TYR98, 

LEU114, MET145, VAL149, LEU150 and PHE199. 

These amino acid residues also reported in GHR-GH 

complex of human [35-36] contribute the overall sta-

bility of the complex.  

 

 

 

Fig.3 Top ranked GHR-GH complex pose using 

ZDOCK (Purple color shows receptor interacting res-

idues and green color shows ligand interacting resi-

dues) 

 

DISCUSSION 

The 3D structures of the GHR and GH provides the 

mechanism to understand about GH in action and its 

native conformations. Moreover, the 3D structure 

prediction by comparative modeling provides an al-

ternative approach to visualise the structural facts 

about the new proteins by comparing with the pro-

teins, the structure of which has been determined by 

X-ray crystallography or NMR. The protein-protein 

docking revealed the binding affinity of GHR with 

GH and its orientation. This study provides the infor-

mation on amino acid residues contributing in interac-

tion at the binding sites of ligand and receptor. The 

extracellular domain of the GHR that directly inter-

acts with GH contains 2 fibronectin type III (FNIII) 

subdomains. GHR-GH complex also showed the in-

teracting amino acid residues in GHR namely R43, 

E44, I108, D126, E127, R159, D164, W166 and 

W169 lies in these two FNIII subdomains. During 

Table 1. Growth hormone (GH) interaction energy calculation with Growth hormone Receptor (GHR) of Lab-
eo rohita  

Receptor Ligand Pose 
Number 

ZDock 
Score 

ZRank 
Score 

E_vdw1 E_Vdw 2 E_ele c2 E-
sol 

E_RDock 

Growth 
hormone 
receptor 

(Ghr) 

Growth 
hormone 

(Gh) 
Pose585 19.26 5.584 -93.405 -116.342 -29.393 0.8 -25.642 
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interaction with GHR, the whole GH interacts with 

extracellular domain of GHR and thereby reveals the 

interacting amino acids namely F3, L45, K49, P61, 

R64, D116, G128 K172, T175, R178 are employed 

from whole GH polypeptide of 207 amino acids. Be-

sides, docking of GHR with GH provides information 

about the type of interaction at the binding sites of 

ligand and receptor and interacting amino acids viz. 

PHE3, ALA22, TYR98, LEU114, MET145, 

VAL149, LEU150 and PHE199. These amino acid 

residues are also reported in Human GHR-GH com-

plex and contribute the overall stability of the com-

plex. These interacting amino acids are the potential 

sites for targeted genome engineering using tools like 

CRISPR/Cas (clustered regularly interspaced short 

palindromic repeats/CRISPR-associated protein).  

The ultimate impact of GH i.e. the growth of individ-

ual organism depends on the binding duration of 

GHR and GH. Thus, the stronger and longer binding 

may provide stronger and prolonged signals down the 

cascade and elicit better growth. With the advance-

ment of genome engineering tools, there is possibility 

of substitution of a few of these interacting amino 

acids that may provide better complex formation and 

growth. Further studies have shown that GH binding 

to GHR results in activation of JAK2, which subse-

quently phosphorylates multiple tyrosine residues on 

the inter cellular domain (ICD) of the receptor [37]. 

Upon GH binding, the structural change occurs in the 

extracellular domain that changes the receptor trans-

membrane domain -from a parallel form to a left-

handed crossover form. Thus, the GH has wide range 

of actions in regulation of metabolism especially in 

liver and adipose tissue besides actions on immune 

and reproduction [38]. Moreover, when GHR interact 

with Janus kinase, signal transducers and transcrip-

tion activators it stimulates metabolic effects and in-

sulin-like growth factor (IGF) synthesis [39]. Thus, 

docking of the GHR and GH provides insights in un-

derstanding the structural information and developing 

specific receptor antagonists. Additionally, this may 

support in establishing the therapeutic approaches in 

teleost fishes. 
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